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Abstract

Self-assembled aggregation of peptides and proteins into regular amyloid fibrils is

associated with several neurodegenerative diseases. In case of Alzheimer's disease

proteolytic cleavage products of the amyloid precursor protein form pathological

amyloid-beta fibrils in a nucleation and propagation phase. The molecular details and

thermodynamic driving forces of amyloid formation are not well understood, but are

of high relevance for potential pharmacological interference. We used atomistic bind-

ing free energy simulations to calculate the free energy of protofilament propagation

by an additional Aβ9–40 peptide binding to the protofilament tip. It requires sampling

of relevant conformational transitions which is challenging since the monomeric

Aβ9–40 peptide is intrinsically disordered. However, the convergence of umbrella sim-

ulations can be enhanced by applying additional restraining potentials on the axial,

orientational and conformational degrees of freedom. The improved convergence

leads to a much closer agreement with experimental binding free energy data com-

pared to unrestrained umbrella sampling. Moreover, the restraining approach results

in a separation of contributions to the total binding free energy. The calculated con-

tributions indicate that the free energy change associated with the restriction of con-

formational freedom upon propagation makes a large opposing contribution of

higher magnitude than the total binding free energy. Finally, optimization of the

approach leads to further significant reduction of the computational demand which is

crucial for systematic studies on mutations, denaturants and inhibitors in the fibril

propagation step.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Most proteins adopt well-defined globular structures necessary for

metabolic, regulatory, or other functions. However, many proteins

and peptides can also self-assemble into oligomeric and filamentous

conformational states.1–4 The latter include ordered amyloid fibrils

with a characteristic cross-β-structure.4 Such amyloid fibrils are asso-

ciated with many neurodegenerative diseases including Parkinson's,

Huntington's, and Alzheimer's disease.5,6 In case of Alzheimer's dis-

ease pathological amyloid aggregates are formed by Aβ-peptides,

which are products of the proteolytic cleavage of the amyloid precur-

sor protein (APP).7–10
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During formation of Aβ-fibrils one can distinguish a nucleation

phase and a subsequent propagation step in which the preformed

fibril grows by monomers binding to the ends (tips) of the fibril.6,11

Even at high concentrations of Aβ-monomers the nucleation phase

can take hours or days (in vitro), followed by the more rapid propaga-

tion (elongation) phase.

The structures of many amyloid fibrils (including Aβ) have been

determined in recent years by x-ray crystallography, NMR spectros-

copy, or CryoEM.3,4,12 Interestingly, for many peptides and proteins not

only one amyloid fibril structure but several different structures have

been found depending on experimental setup or whether the fibrils

were obtained in vitro or ex vivo.3,11,13,14 Despite these extensive struc-

tural studies as well as kinetic and other biochemical experiments on

amyloid fibril formation, little is known about the molecular mechanism

and process of how amyloid fibrils nucleate and propagate.

In principle, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are well suited

to investigate the mechanism of the aggregation processes in atomic

detail and at high time resolution of femtoseconds. Indeed, the pro-

cess of aggregation and amyloid formation has already been subject

of several simulation studies.15–20 Unfortunately, both nucleation and

propagation steps of amyloid formation involve time scales beyond

the capabilities of standard MD simulations and thus require

enhanced sampling schemes to obtain insights at the molecular level.

In addition, most of the current protein force fields are well suited for

studying globular folded proteins but might be less suited or less

tested in case of alternative disordered or fibril like structures. It is

therefore crucial to benchmark the simulations with experimental data

such as the binding affinity of monomers at the fibril tips.17,21

The nucleation step of fibril formation is a complex process that

may involve multiple long-lived metastable intermediates that are

difficult to sample during MD simulations.2 Protofibril propagation,

on the other hand, can be investigated by extensive free energy sim-

ulations for instance using the Aβ9–40 peptide as a model sys-

tem.17,19 In our previous study, umbrella sampling simulations

yielded binding free energy estimates of Aβ9–40 monomers associat-

ing at the fibril tips during the propagation step.17 In addition, it was

possible to characterize the free energy landscape and to distinguish

a docking and locking phase for monomer association/dissociation.

Furthermore, calculation of free energy profiles and diffusivity pro-

vided insight into the kinetics of the propagation step in reasonable

agreement with available experimental data. However, the free

energy calculations overestimated the binding affinity and it

remained unclear whether the deviations resulted from shortcom-

ings of the atomistic force fields or from insufficient sampling. More-

over, it was not possible to distinguish different contributions to the

binding free energy resulting from translational, orientational and

conformational changes during the propagation step.

For example, the binding of an Aβ monomer to the fibril tip results

in a significant reduction of conformational phase space, as the pep-

tide transits from an ensemble of intrinsically disordered conforma-

tions in bulk to a well-defined β-hairpin structure in the bound state.

Such conformational restriction together with a restriction of the

translational and orientational degrees of freedom of the binding

partners make an opposing contribution to the binding process. For a

comprehensive understanding of the amyloid propagation step, it is

necessary to calculate the different contributions underlying the bind-

ing process. At the same time, however, sampling all possible confor-

mational transitions from the unbound to the bound state can

constitute a significant challenge for the simulations in particular if

conformational states are separated by high energetic barriers.

In the current work, we present a computationally efficient

method to calculate the absolute binding free energy of Aβ9–40 mono-

mer binding at the fibril tip during the propagation step. Restraining

the translational, orientational and conformational degrees of freedom

as suggested by Woo and Roux for protein-ligand binding22 signifi-

cantly improves the convergence and allows us to reproduce a binding

free energy in excellent agreement with available experimental data.

Moreover, calculation of the free energy contributions indicates that

the restriction of conformational freedom upon binding adds a strong

opposing component. Finally, reducing the computational cost is of

general importance for studying amyloid fibril systems and could be

helpful for the design of pharmacologically relevant compounds that

modulate or inhibit amyloid propagation.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Protofilament model system

The protofilament model system was composed of 11 wild type

Aβ9–40 monomers in all-atom resolution (see amino acid sequence in

Figure 1A). The disordered residues 1–8 were omitted from the simu-

lation model, as these had been suggested as less relevant for the

growth of a stable protofilament core.23–25 Based on solid-state NMR

models of Petkova and coworkers (PDB code 2LMN),23,24,26 the pro-

tofilament was constructed by stacking 11 monomers in native,

U-shaped β-hairpin conformation along the protofilament axis Z with

an inter-strand spacing of 0:48 nm (see Figure 1B). The resulting par-

allel β-sheets were referred to as NT- and CT-sheet, with each mono-

mer contributing its N-terminal strand (amino acids 9–21) or

C-terminal strand (amino acids 30–40) to one sheet, respectively (see

Figure 1B, D). The connecting loop region consisted of amino acids

22–29.27 As illustrated in Figure 1C, the NMR structure indicated that

the two β-sheets were displaced against each other, resulting in asym-

metric protofilament tips. This so called staggering enabled compact

internal side-chain packing and charge compensation within the pro-

tofilament core (see Figure 1E).25 In accordance with the model of

Petkova and coworkers,23,24,26 a stagger of +2 (in units of the inter-

strand displacement of 0:48 nm) was used, which resulted in two

unpaired, protruding strands per sheet, referred to as NT- and CT- tip

(see Figure 1C). Note, that the NT-tip is also frequently referred to as

even and the CT-tip as odd fibril tip. During simulations of protofila-

ment growth, position restraints were applied to the protofilament tip

to prevent the otherwise evolving strong twisting motions and to

hence mimic larger protofilaments with a structurally stable

binding site.
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2.2 | Simulation setup and parameters

2.2.1 | Interaction parameters

Interactions were parametrized using the all-atom force field

Charmm27 in combination with the explicit water model TIP3P.28

Charmm27 has proven appropriate in describing both thermodynamic

stability and conformational dynamics of Aβ filaments25,27 and was

used already in our previous work on the same system.17 150 mM

NaCl were added to the solvent for neutralizing the negative net

charge per Aβ9–40 peptide and for imposing physiological boundary

conditions. Short-range non-bonded interactions were calculated

using grid-based Verlet neighborlists. The van-der-Waals and real-

space Coulomb cutoff were set to 1:4 nm, which was larger than the

recommended value of 1:0 nm.29 Periodic boundary conditions were

applied and the long-range Coulomb interactions were calculated

using the fast smooth particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method with a grid

spacing of 0:12 nm and default Gromacs PME parameters.30

2.2.2 | General simulation protocol

Simulations were performed with the Gromacs simulation software,

version 4.6.529 as in our previous work.17 The equations of motion

were integrated using a standard leapfrog algorithm. All bonds were

constrained with the LINCS algorithm,31 which enabled an integration

time step of 2 fs. Unless stated otherwise, the following simulation

protocol was applied: The total internal energy of each system was

first minimized in 50000 steps of steepest descent algorithm. Then,

the system was gradually heated up to the target temperature of

300 K in steps of 50 K and 50 ps each. A subsequent two-step equili-

bration was performed using the Berendsen weak-coupling scheme,32

consisting of 500 ps in NVT ensemble at 300 K and 500 ps in NPT

ensemble at 300 K and at 1 bar with coupling time constants of

τT ¼0:1 ps and τp ¼1:0 ps. During equilibration, harmonic position

restraints were applied to backbone Cα atoms with a force constant of

1000 kJ= mol nm2
� �

. Umbrella simulations were performed in NPT

ensemble at standard conditions of 300 K and at 1 bar using the

Nose-Hoover thermostat33,34 with a coupling time constant of

τT ¼0:5 ps and the Parrinello-Rahman barostat35 with τp ¼5:0 ps.

2.3 | Binding free energy calculation of Aβ9–40
protofilament propagation

Previously, we used standard umbrella sampling for the simulation of

Aβ9–40 protofilament propagation.17 This approach provided insights

into the intermediate states during the propagation step and yielded

additional information on the kinetics of fibril growth. Briefly, a one-

dimensional potential of mean force (PMF)W ζzð Þ was calculated along

the separation coordinate ζz. The latter was defined as the center-

of-mass separation along the protofilament axis Z between the elev-

enth monomer (M11) at the protofilament tip and an additional

twelfth monomer (M12) (see Figure 2). The phase space orthogonal to

ζz remained unrestrained, including axial and orientational degrees of

freedom of the monomer M12 relative to the protofilament, as well as

internal conformational degrees of freedom of M12. Further details of

the approach are given in Schwierz et al.17 and in the Supporting

Information (SI). However, obtaining converged results with the stan-

dard umbrella sampling setup was challenging since the peptide could

adopt a large variety of conformations. To improve the accuracy of

the calculations, we here used the absolute binding free energy

method developed by Wovo and Roux22 (WR-method). The method

employs a set of orientational and conformational restraints during

the induced dissociation of binding partners to improve convergence

of free energy calculations.

F IGURE 1 Protofilament model system. (A) Amino acid sequence of an Aβ9–40 peptide colored according to its secondary structure in the

bound form: NT-strand (red), CT-strand (blue) and connecting loop region (gray). (B) The protofilament model system was composed of
11 monomers. According to the secondary structure of the monomers, the β-sheets were denoted as NT- and CT-sheet. (C) The sheets were
displaced against each other, resulting in asymmetric protofilament tips. These were denoted as NT- or CT-tip according to the protruding
monomeric strand. (D) Top view onto the β-hairpin structure of the monomer at the NT-tip. (E) Van-der-Waals representation of amino acids
within the cross section of two opposing, paired strands, illustrating the tight packing of predominantly hydrophobic (white) amino acids inside
the protofilament core. Charged amino acids were colored in red (negative) and blue (positive), polar amino acids in green.
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2.3.1 | Absolute binding free energy calculation
using restraints

In the WR-approach,22 the orthogonal phase space during umbrella

sampling is reduced by introducing several harmonic restraints, result-

ing in a faster convergence of the distance PMF. Applied to Aβ9–40
protofilament propagation, the distance coordinate was defined as

the radial center-of-mass distance ζr between monomer M11 at the

protofilament tip and the incoming monomer M12 (see Figure 3).

Geometrical restraints were applied to orientational and axial angles

of M12 in order to fix the axial position of the distance coordinate

along the protofilament axis Z and to keep the monomer in its native

orientation relative to the protofilament. The axial position angles

were defined as θ and ϕ in a spherical coordinate system, with the

corresponding harmonic restraint potential denoted as ua θ, ϕð Þ.
The orientational restraining potential uo Θ,Φ,Ψð Þ was defined as a

harmonic function of the three Euler angles Θ,Φ,Ψ (for details see the

Methods paragraph “Definition of axial and orientational angle

restraints”). Furthermore, the conformational degrees of freedom of

monomer M12 were restrained to fluctuations around its native

β-hairpin conformation using a distance-root-mean-square (dRMSD)

coordinate ζc (see Methods paragraph “Conformational restraints

based on distance-RMSD”). With Aβ9–40 being intrinsically disordered,

the conformational restraints played a major role in enhancing the

convergence of the distance PMF W ζrð Þ.
To obtain a physically correct standard binding free energy

despite the presence of the restraints, the PMF difference ΔW

between binding site and bulk was corrected for the free energy/

entropy loss associated with the restraints in a set of separate calcula-

tions (see Figure 3). Further corrections included the transfer of M12

from standard state volume to the sampled bulk volume.

Based on the correction steps, a physically meaningful standard

binding free energy could be calculated from restrained umbrella sam-

pling using the following expression22::

ΔG0
bind ¼�kBT ln I�S�C0

� �
þ ΔGbulk

o þΔGbulk
c

� �
� ΔGsite

a þΔGsite
o þΔGsite

c

� �
:

ð1Þ

The individual terms are discussed in the following. The main con-

tribution I� corresponded to a one-dimensional integral over the dis-

tance ζr in the binding site region, with the integrand being the

Boltzmann-weighted difference of the restrained distance PMF W ζrð Þ
and the PMF at a reference bulk value ζ�r . Note, we use the term PMF

here directly for the free energy profile obtained from the WHAM

analysis without a Jacobian correction which for a radial coordinate

corresponds to a term proportional to ln(r) (but is very complicated to

calculate for a dRMSD free energy profile).

I� ¼
ð
site

dζr e
�β W ζrð Þ�W ζ�rð Þ½ �, ð2Þ

with β¼1= kBTð Þ. As in the case of standard umbrella sampling, the

binding site region was defined using a threshold of

5kBT¼3 kcal=mol around the absolute minimum of the PMF. How-

ever, the resulting standard binding free energy was largely indepen-

dent of the threshold, as the PMF W ζrð Þ steeply increased around its

absolute minimum and entered I� through a Boltzmann factor. Even a

maximum threshold of 35kBT¼21 kcal=mol, which corresponded to

the well depth ΔW, lead to variations of only around 0:1 kcal=mol in

the standard binding free energy. The standard binding free energy

was furthermore independent of the exact choice of the reference

bulk radius ζ�r with variations in the order of 0:1 kcal=mol.

In equation 1, S� corresponded to the spherical surface area at

the reference bulk radius ζ�r which was accessible in the presence of

the positional restraint potential ua θ,ϕð Þ. Due to the bulk isotropy, S�

could be calculated via numeric integration:

S� ¼ ζ�r
� �2ðπ

0
sin θð Þ dθ

ð2π
0
dϕ e�βua θ,ϕð Þ: ð3Þ

The expression S�C0 ¼ S�=V0 in equation (1) accounted for the

transfer of M12 from the standard state volume V0 to S�, which was

comparable to the correction term ΔGbulk in case of standard umbrella

sampling (see equation 3 and 5 in SI section “Unrestrained binding

free energy calculation using standard umbrella sampling”). Note that

F IGURE 2 Illustration of the unrestrained standard umbrella sampling approach for Aβ9–40 protofilament propagation at the NT-tip. The
monomer at the NT-tip was denoted as M11 and the additional, twelfth monomer as M12. The separation coordinate ζz was defined as the
center-of-mass separation (green spheres) between M11 and M12 along the protofilament axis Z. Orthogonal degrees of freedom remained
unrestrained, including the axial position and orientation of M12 relative to the protofilament as well as internal conformational degrees of
freedom of M12. Position restraints on M11 prevented the otherwise strong twisting motions of the protofilament (see also SI).
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the product I�S�C0 is dimensionless and the term �kBT ln I�S�C0
� �

in

equation 1 corresponds to a restrained standard binding free energy

ΔG0
bind,restr ¼�kBT ln I�S�C0

� �
: ð4Þ

The remaining terms in Equation (1) include free energy correc-

tions for the axial, orientational and conformational restraints in both

binding site and bulk. These corrections could be calculated in a bidi-

rectional manner, following either a stepwise introduction or release

of the restraints (see illustration in Figure 3). In the present work, we

used both directions to provide insights into the convergence of the

simulations. To avoid confusion about the directions and signs associ-

ated with the free energy contributions, all terms are regarded as

absolute values and signs are attributed according to Equation (1).

The conformational restraints in binding site and bulk are cor-

rected by calculating conformational PMFs in the binding site

(Wsite
c ζcð Þ) and in bulk (Wbulk

c ζcð Þ) along the dRMSD coordinate ζc,

using the potential uc ζcð Þ to restrain the conformation of the mono-

mer. The associated free energy loss was calculated from:

ΔGsite=bulk
c ¼

ð
dζc e

�β Wsite=bulk
c ζcð Þþuc ζcð Þ½ �

ð
dζc e

�β Wsite=bulk
c ζcð Þ½ �

: ð5Þ

The free energy loss associated with the stepwise introduction of

axial and orientational restraints in the binding site, ΔGsite
a and ΔGsite

o ,

was calculated using free energy perturbation (FEP) in the presence of

the conformational restraint potential uc ζcð Þ in addition to the sys-

tem's internal energy U:

ΔGsite
o ¼�1

β
ln e�βuo Θ,Φ,Ψð Þ
D E

site, Uþucð Þ
ð6Þ

ΔGsite
a ¼�1

β
ln e�βua θ,ϕð Þ
D E

site, Uþucþuoð Þ
: ð7Þ

F IGURE 3 Illustration of the WR
advanced sampling method applied to
Aβ9–40 protofilament propagation. The
application of axial, orientational and
conformational restraints served to
enhance the convergence of umbrella
sampling, yielding a restrained distance
PMF and a restrained binding free energy
ΔG0

bind,restr (see top row of the figure). The

free energy loss associated with the
restraints was accounted for in a set of
correction steps both in binding site (left
column) and bulk (right column). The steps
could be performed bidirectional, in the
form of a restraint release (down arrows)
or a restraint introduction (dashed-up
arrows). In the binding site, axial and
orientational restraints were corrected for
via free energy perturbation, whereas in
bulk, their contributions were calculated
numerically and the axial correction was
implicitly accounted for in ΔG0

bind,restr. In
order to correct for the conformational
restraints, PMFs were calculated via
umbrella sampling along a distance-RMSD
coordinate ζc.
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Due to bulk isotropy, the corresponding orientational contribu-

tion in bulk, ΔGbulk
o , was calculated via numeric integration analogously

to S�:

ΔGbulk
o ¼ 1

8π2

ðπ
0

ð2π
0

ð2π
0
sin Θð Þ dΘ dΦ dΨ e�βuo Θ,Φ,Ψð Þ ð8Þ

The axial correction in bulk was implicitly accounted for in the

transfer from standard state volume to bulk in Equation (4), as

the strength of the axial restraint potential ua θ,ϕð Þ determined the

size of the accessible area S�.

2.3.2 | Definition of axial and orientational angle
restraints

In order to restrain the axial angles (which determine the monomer's

position relative to the receptor together with the separation distance

ζr ) and orientational angles during the PMF calculations, six reference

points are required: The reference centers F1, F2, and F3 are located

within monomer M11 at the protofilament tip and the centers P1, P2,

and P3 within the additional monomer M12 (see Figure 4A), all of

which are defined as the center-of-mass of several backbone atoms

and are technically implemented as virtual sites (see SI Figure S1). In

case of monomer M12, the virtual sites are located within the confor-

mationally restrained regions to ensure well-defined reference angles

throughout the simulations.

The axial position of the radial center-of-mass distance coordi-

nate ζr (F1-P1) was defined by the angle θ (F2-F1-P1) and the dihedral

angle ϕ (F3-F2-F1-P1) (see Figure 4A). The three Euler angles, which

restrained the orientation of M12 relative to the protofilament, are

defined as the angle Θ (F1-P1-P2) and the dihedral angles Φ

(F2-F1-P1-P2) and Ψ (F1-P1-P2-P3) (see Figure 4A). Based on the

angles, the harmonic axial and orientational restraint potentials are

then defined as

ua θ,ϕð Þ¼1
2
ka θ�θ0ð Þ2þ ϕ�ϕ0ð Þ2
h i

ð9Þ

and

uo Θ,Φ,Ψð Þ¼1
2
ko,1 Θ�Θ0ð Þ2þ Φ�Φ0ð Þ2

h i
þ1
2
ko,2 Ψ�Ψ0ð Þ2, ð10Þ

with force constants ka ¼ ko,1 ¼1000 kJ= mol rad2
� �

. A weaker force

constant of ko,2 ¼500 kJ= mol rad2
� �

was chosen for Ψ, as this angle

involved all three reference points in M12 and hence resulted in

higher local forces. The choice of force constants follows the magni-

tudes used in the original WR method22 or was obtained from short

test simulations.

Axial and orientational reference positions were chosen from a

10 ns simulation in which monomer M12 was left unrestrained in the

protofilament binding site. The reference angles θ0,ϕ0,Θ0,Φ0, and Ψ0

were set to the maximum value of the respective angle distributions

(see Set 1 in Figure 4B). To evaluate the reproducibility of the result-

ing binding free energy, the calculation was repeated with a slightly

different set of angles. The latter were chosen as the most probable

angles with M12 being conformationally restrained in the binding site

(see Set 2 in Figure 4B).

2.3.3 | Conformational restraints based on
distance-RMSD

In order to restrain monomer M12 to its native β-hairpin conforma-

tion, a distance-based RMSD (dRMSD) coordinate ζc was introduced,

while the original WR-method uses position-based root-mean-square

deviation (RMSD).22 Both RMSD and dRMSD are suitable parameters

for measuring the average deviation of typically backbone-Cα atoms

with respect to a reference conformation. In contrast to a position-

based RMSD, however, the dRMSD is translationally and rotationally

invariant (in house implementation). For restraining monomer M12, ζc

was calculated with respect to the native, energy-minimized β-hairpin

conformation predicted by NMR studies23,24,26 and was defined as

ζc ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

XN
n¼1

dn�dn,0ð Þ2
vuut , ð11Þ

F IGURE 4 Definition of angles in order to restrain the axial position and orientation of monomer M12 relative to M11 at the protofilament
tip. (A) Virtual interaction sites F1, 2, 3 and P1, 2, 3 were used to define the axial angles θ, ϕ and the orientational Euler angles Θ, Φ, Ψ. (B) Two
different sets of reference angles were compared. Set 1 corresponded to the most probable angles of an unrestrained monomer bound to the
protofilament tip. Set 2 corresponded to the most probable angles in the presence of conformational restraints.
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with N denoting the number of restraint atom pairs, dn the current dis-

tance of the nth atom pair and dn,0 the corresponding distance in the

reference structure. The corresponding harmonic restraint potential

was defined as

uc ζcð Þ¼1
2
kc ζc�ζc,0
� �2

: ð12Þ

During calculation of the distance PMF W ζrð Þ, the reference

dRMSD ζc,0 was set to zero in order to restrain M12 to the native

β-hairpin conformation. In the case of the conformational PMFs in

binding site and bulk, Wsite=bulk ζcð Þ, ζc,0 was varied in order to shift

M12 to different regions in conformational space. In total 37 intra-

and inter-strand restraint atom pairs were used, with a subset of them

illustrated in Figure 5A (for a full list of atompairs and further details

see SI Table S1). With a force constant of kc ¼800 kJ= mol �nm2
� �

, the

restraints were able to maintain the native β-hairpin conformation in

solution (see Figure 5B). At the same time, the restraint potential was

able to induce sufficient conformational transitions during calculation

of the conformational PMFs.

2.3.4 | Potential-of-mean force along separation/
distance coordinate

The protofilament's long axis Z and hence the distance coordinates

ζz=r were aligned along the z-axis of the external coordinate system

and fixed via position restraints on the Cα-atoms of M11. This enabled

the construction of an asymmetric, rectangular simulation box

extended only in z-direction, which drastically reduced the amount of

explicit water molecules. The resulting box dimensions of

8:1 nm�5:0 nm�14:5 nm fulfilled the minimum image convention in

all directions, also for the umbrella windows with maximum

protofilament-monomer separation in bulk. The total system con-

tained around 60000 atoms.

To generate starting conformations for umbrella sampling, the

monomer was pulled out of the binding site along ζr in steps of

0.05nm from 0.33 to 4:0 nm with 300 ps simulation time each and

constant force along ζr with a high force constant of kc= 50 000 kJ/

(mol nm2). Meanwhile, the native conformation and orientation of

M12 was maintained with force constants of kc= 10 000 kJ/

(mol nm2) and ka ¼ ko ¼5000 kJ= mol �nm2
� �

, significantly stronger

than the ones used in the production simulations. With the orthogonal

restraints on the relative orientation and conformation of both the

protofilament and the monomer M12, the pulling approach was suit-

able for generating undistorted starting conformations. The resulting

overlap between neighboring umbrella windows enabled the use of

Hamiltonian replica exchange along the coordinate ζr for enhanced

convergence in the production simulation. Based on the pulling con-

formations, 35 umbrella windows were generated, covering a range

from 0.33 to 4.0 nm along ζr . Sufficient window overlap was achieved

by a window spacing of Δζr ¼0:05 nm and a force constant

ku ¼4000 kJ= mol �nm2
� �

below distances of 0:93 nm, Δζr ¼0:1 nm

and ku ¼800 kJ= mol �nm2
� �

below 1:98 nm and Δζr ¼0:2 nm below

4:0 nm. Replica exchange trials were performed every 1000 steps

between adjacent windows of same force constant ku. Compared to

standard umbrella sampling, considerably shorter simulations of 20 ns

per window were sufficient, with the first 5 ns being considered as

equilibration.

2.3.5 | Axial and orientational corrections

The correction for axial and orientational restraints in the binding

site was initiated from the umbrella endpoint at ζr ¼0:48 nm (the

optimum inter-strand spacing of the fibril). The COM distance

restraints were removed and the axial and orientational restraints

were released via free energy perturbation (FEP). Ten intermediate

FEP windows were used, corresponding to a reduction of the restraint

potentials in steps of 100 kJ= mol � rad2
� �

, and 50 kJ= mol � rad2
� �

for

the dihedral angle Ψ. A simulation time of 0:5 ns per window was cho-

sen. For convergence estimation, FEP calculation was also performed

the other way round: Starting from an equilibrated, unrestrained

monomer M12 bound to a protofilament, first the orientational then

F IGURE 5 Definition of conformational distance-RMSD restraints. (A) Illustration of the combination of inter- and intra β-strand restraint
atom pairs in order to maintain the Aβ9–40 hairpin conformation. (B) The restraints were able to maintain the bound hairpin conformation in bulk
solution. The snapshots resulted from a 20 ns simulation and were colored according to the simulation time, starting with blue colors and
progressing to red colors.
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the axial restraints were introduced, again with 10 intermediate

windows each.

2.3.6 | Conformational PMFs

In order to correct for the conformational restraints on monomer

M12, PMFs were calculated along the dRMSD coordinate ζc in bind-

ing site and bulk. The conformational PMF in the binding site was ini-

tiated from the bound monomer resulting from reverse FEP, with all

axial, orientational and COM-restraints relaxed to zero. The relevant

range of ζc was identified from unrestrained simulations of a free

monomer both in bulk and binding site. Starting conformations were

generated by pulling the monomer along ζc from 0:0 to 1:55 nm in

steps of Δζc ¼0:05 nm and constant force with a strong dRMSD

force constant of kc ¼5000 kJ=mol. Each pulling step was simulated

for 300 ps. In the production run, the resulting 32 umbrella windows

were simulated for 30 ns each, with a weaker force constant of

800 kcal=mol for achieving sufficient window overlap. Replica

exchange trials between adjacent windows were performed every

2 ps. To evaluate the convergence and quality of dRMSD restraints, a

reverse PMF was initiated from the endpoint of the utmost umbrella

window at ζc ¼1:55 nm. Reverse starting conformations were gener-

ated by pulling the monomer back to ζc ¼0:00 nm.

For calculating the conformational PMF of the monomer in bulk,

a smaller and symmetric simulation box of 8:0 nm�8:0 nm�8:0 nm

was constructed, which allowed to reduce the system size from

60000 to 50000 atoms. The box dimensions were ensured to satisfy

the minimum image convention also for stretched monomer interme-

diates. The generation of starting conformations and the umbrella

simulation setup corresponded to those in the binding site. Similarly, a

reverse conformational PMF was calculated to evaluate the conver-

gence and sampling quality of the dRMSD restraints. To compare the

energetic landscape of conformations sampled with and without

the presence of dRMSD restraints, an additional PMF was calculated

with each window starting from a representative conformation sam-

pled in the absence of restraints.

2.3.7 | Unrestrained simulations

Unrestrained simulations of the monomer were performed both in

binding site and bulk to provide insight into favorable ranges of the

coordinates ζz and ζc. This information served to validate the distance

and conformational PMFs calculated during advanced sampling. In the

binding site, the unrestrained monomer M12 was simulated for

100 ns at 300 K. For comparability of standard umbrella sampling and

restraint umbrella sampling simulations, backbone-Cα position

restraints were applied to M11 at the protofilament tip. As Aβ mono-

mers were intrinsically disordered with a large conformational phase

space in solution, the unrestrained reference distribution ρfree ζcð Þ was

created by combining the data from all bulk windows of standard

umbrella sampling, which corresponded to 10 unfolding simulations of

1μs at 300 K, starting from the native β-hairpin. To overcome barriers

in phase space, the unfolding process in bulk was also simulated for

100 ns at elevated temperatures of 350 K and 400 K.

2.4 | PMF calculation, validation, and error
estimation

PMFs were calculated using the weighted histogram analysis method

(WHAM) implemented by Grossfield.36 The tolerance parameter was

set to 10�9, ensuring sufficient convergence of the iterative algorithm.

The course of the PMFs was tested for bias arising from the bin size,

which resulted in an optimum number of 150 bins (300 for the larger

data set of standard umbrella sampling). Conformational snapshots

were extracted using cluster analysis37 and corresponded to the maxi-

mum cluster representatives.

A common way of estimating statistical uncertainty of a PMF was

denoted as subinterval method (SI) in the following.17,38,39 The simula-

tion data of each umbrella window were divided into successive,

equally sized subintervals typically in the order of the equilibration

time, and subset PMFs were then calculated for each data subinterval.

At each bin of the PMF, upper and lower convergence estimates were

determined by the largest deviation between subset PMFs and the

total PMF. Due to data correlations, the resulting uncertainty was crit-

ically dependent on the exact size of the subintervals. The SI method

was hence performed with two different subinterval sizes throughout

this work.

The convergence of the conformational PMFs was of special

focus in this work, as conformational free energy changes contributed

significantly to the overall binding free energy of the intrinsically dis-

ordered Aβ peptide. To evaluate the sampling quality along the

dRMSD restraint coordinate ζc, the PMFs in both binding site and

bulk were compared to distributions obtained from unrestrained simu-

lations, denoted as ρfree ζcð Þ. For further validation, the conformational

PMFs were calculated both in forward and reverse direction. The for-

ward direction corresponded to pulling the monomer M12 along ζc

from the well-defined β-hairpin conformation at ζc ¼0:0 nm into the

disordered bulk phase space at higher values of ζc. In contrast, sam-

pling of the reverse path served to evaluate the capability of the

dRMSD coordinate ζc to steer M12 from bulk into the β-hairpin con-

formation. A further quality control focused on the conformations of

M12 sampled in the presence of dRMSD restraints: In order to esti-

mate whether these resembled naturally occurring conformations, an

additional PMF was calculated in bulk with starting structures

extracted from unrestrained simulations.

In order to obtain a physically meaningful standard binding free

energy, the free energy contributions of the correction steps were

added to the restrained standard binding free energy (see Equation 1).

Based on the uncertainties of the individual PMFs and FEP

calculations, the method of Gaussian error propagation was applied to

estimate an overall standard deviation corresponding to a 68%-

confidence interval σf .
40 Let f x1,…,xNð Þ denote a function of observ-

ables x1,…,xN and σ1,…,σN the corresponding standard deviations. Via
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error propagation, the standard deviation σf of the function f x1,…,xNð Þ
was calculated using the following expression:

σf ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

σ2i
∂f x1,…,xNð Þ

∂xi

� �2
vuut : ð13Þ

The application of Gaussian error propagation required the statis-

tical independence of the observables x1,…,xN, which was fulfilled in

case of the independently calculated correction steps. Gaussian error

propagation was also applied to the multi-step FEP calculations for

correcting axial and orientational restraints in the binding site. In case

of individual correction steps having asymmetric error ranges, Gauss-

ian error propagation was applied separately to obtain an upper and

lower error estimate for the resulting standard binding free energy.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Calculation of the Aβ9–40 protofilament
propagation free energy

In the following, we provide insights into the accuracy of calculated

binding free energies for the growth propagation of Aβ9–40 protofila-

ment by monomer addition at the even (N-terminal) fibril tip. Table 1

shows a direct comparison of the absolute binding free energy

resulting from unrestrained standard umbrella sampling and the

WR-method. Table 1 shows the uncertainty estimates ESI calculated

with the subinterval (SI) method and further provides information on

the computational cost associated with each free energy contribution.

In case of the WR-method, the overall standard deviation σ of the

standard binding free energy was calculated using Gaussian error

propagation of the individual contributions, corresponding to a

68%-confidence interval.40

From unrestrained standard umbrella sampling, the standard bind-

ing free energy of protofilament propagation was calculated from the

free energy difference between bound and unbound state

(ΔGPMF ¼�10:9�1:30 kcal=mol) and the transfer from standard

state volume V0 ¼1:66 nm3 to the sampled bulk volume of

60:75 nm3. The latter term contributed a gain in translational entropy

and hence free energy of ΔGbulk ¼�2:1 kcal=mol (for details on the

calculation of ΔGPMF und ΔGbulk, see SI section “Unrestrained binding

free energy calculation using standard umbrella sampling”). In sum-

mary, the calculated binding free energy resulting from unrestrained

standard umbrella sampling amounted to �13:0�1:30 kcal=mol,17

which deviates from the experimental reference of �8:6 kcal=mol for

seeded Aβ1–40 fibril propagation.21 By contrast, the WR-method

yielded close agreement with experiment with a standard binding free

energy of �8:8 kcal=mol and a standard deviation of around

σSI ¼�2:0 kcal=mol. This showed that the deviation of standard

umbrella sampling from the experimental reference was caused by

insufficient sampling and not by shortcomings of the atomistic force

field. In case of the WR-method, the resulting uncertainty σSI was

comparable to values of 1�2 kcal=mol obtained from advanced

standard binding free energy calculations of protein–protein, protein-

peptide and DNA-peptide association, which also included applica-

tions of the WR-method.39,41 A standard deviation of 2 kcal=mol for

the current system was hence considered to be reasonable.

To ensure that the calculated standard binding free energy of

�8:8�2:0 kcal=mol was not the result of a cancellation of errors in

the individual correction steps, the complete calculation was repeated

using a slightly different set of reference angles (see Figure 4B in

Methods). The very similar standard binding free energy of

�8:3�2:1 kcal=mol supported the applicability of the WR-method to

Aβ protofilament propagation (for detailed results see SI Tables S2

and S3).

3.2 | Comparison of potential-of-mean-force along
separation coordinate

The distance PMFs of both sampling methods were compared in

Figure 6. W ζzð Þ denoted the PMF resulting from unrestrained

umbrella sampling along the separation coordinate ζz. W ζrð ) denoted

the restrained PMF within the WR-method. Distance distributions

sampled within the umbrella windows were checked for sufficient

overlap (see SI Figure S2). The course of both PMFs was classified into

three regions: The binding site around the absolute minimum, a

steeply increasing intermediate region, and the bulk region, where the

TABLE 1 Calculated standard binding free energies and
contributions for (A) Standard umbrella sampling and (B) the WR-
method.

(A) Result [kcal/mol] ESI [kcal/mol] Tsim (wind.) [ns]

ΔGPMF �10:90 �1:30 3300 100ð Þ
ΔGbulk �2:13 — —

ΔG0
bind

�13:03 �1:30 3300 100ð Þ

(B) Result [kcal/mol] ESI [kcal/mol] Tsim (wind.) [ns]

ΔG0
bind,restr

�19:30 �1:34 700 (20)

ΔGsite
a

þ2:43 �0:13 5 0:5ð Þ

ΔGsite
o

þ2:45 �0:31 5 0:5ð Þ

ΔGsite
c

þ4:12 �0:06 960 30ð Þ

ΔGbulk
o

þ6:25 — —

ΔGbulk
c

þ13:23 þ0:67
�1:42

540 30ð Þ

ΔG0
bind

�8:82 σ: þ1:98
�1:54

2210

max: þ2:51
�3:26

Note: Uncertainty tolerances ESI were calculated using the SI method. In

the case of the WR-method, the overall uncertainty σ corresponded to a

68%-confidence interval derived from Gaussian error propagation. The

maximum error estimate in table (B) corresponded to a maximum error

accumulation of the individual contributions. Furthermore, the table listed

the computational cost in terms of the simulation time associated with

each free energy contribution and the simulation time per umbrella or FEP

window (see round brackets).
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PMFs reached a constant plateau within statistical noise. The latter

indicated the absence of interactions between protofilament and

monomer M12. For unrestrained standard umbrella sampling

(Figure 6A), the PMF well depth was quantified to 12:8 kcal=mol. The

absolute PMF minimum in the binding site indicated an optimum pep-

tide inter-strand spacing of 0:48 nm, in good agreement with NMR

studies.23,24,26 Using the SI method, the PMF uncertainty was esti-

mated to �1:5 kcal=mol, with data subintervals of 25 and 40 ns

length providing consistent results. Note, however, that this only cor-

responded to a data-inherent uncertainty, while the true uncertainty

was expected to be considerably larger due to limited sampling of the

large conformational phase space of the intrinsically disordered Aβ

monomer M12. The large conformational variability was illustrated by

maximum cluster representatives in Figure 6A, (a–e): β-hairpin confor-

mations in the binding site region were followed by intermediate, pre-

dominantly stretched conformations, which enabled further contact

to the protofilament tip. The two small barriers beyond the binding

site corresponded to the detachment of first one, then both β-strands

from the protofilament tip. In bulk, the monomer adopted an ensem-

ble of intrinsically disordered, coil-like structures.

Application of the WR-method yielded a restrained distance PMF

W ζrð Þ with a well depth of 22:7 kcal=mol. The latter was almost twice

as high compared to W ζzð Þ resulting from standard umbrella sampling

due to the artificial reduction of orientational and conformational

entropy (see Figure 6B). As in case of umbrella sampling, the absolute

minimum of W ζrð Þ corresponded to the optimum inter-strand spacing

of 0:48 nm.23,24,26 This indicated that sampling of the binding site

region was not severely hampered by the restraints on M12, which

was an important criterion for the successful application of the WR-

method. The uncertainty range of W ζrð Þ of �1:4 kcal=mol resulting

from the SI method was comparable to the one of W ζzð Þ, but was

achieved after only 20 instead of 100 ns simulation time per window.

The faster convergence in a considerably shorter simulation time was

related to the artificial reduction of orthogonal phase space. As illus-

trated in Figure 6B, the axial, orientational and conformational

restraints on M12 allowed only small fluctuations around the native

β-hairpin conformation and its orientation relative to the protofila-

ment tip. Compared to umbrella sampling, the restraints impeded a

stepwise strand detachment of the monomer away from the protofila-

ment. This resulted in a steep increase of W ζrð Þ beyond the binding

site until cooperative strand detachment occurred. As intermediate

stretched conformations were also inhibited by the restraints, the bulk

region of the PMF was reached earlier at 2:5 nm, compared to 3:0 nm

in the case of W ζzð Þ resulting from standard umbrella sampling.

For an accurate standard binding free energy, the fast conver-

gence of the restrained PMF W ζrð Þ was of major relevance, as the

associated restrained standard binding free energy ΔG0
bind,restr ¼

�kBT ln I�S�C0
� �

¼�19:3 kcal=mol was the largest energetic

F IGURE 6 Distance PMFsW ζzð Þ and W ζrð Þ for protofilament propagation, calculated with (A) standard umbrella sampling along ζz (W ζzð Þ)
and (B) restrained umbrella sampling along ζr according to the WR-method (W ζrð Þ). The well depth of the restrained PMF W ζrð Þ was almost twice
as high due the artificial reduction of entropy orthogonal to ζr. For both PMFs, the absolute minimum at ζz=r ¼0:48 nm was in agreement with
NMR predictions. Upper and lower convergence estimates (blue and dotted green curves) were calculated using the SI method by dividing the
equilibrated data into subintervals of (A) 25 and 40 ns and (B) 3 and 5 ns. For each PMF, selected maximum cluster representatives (a–e) served
to illustrate the differences in accessible orthogonal phase space with and without restraints.
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contribution within the WR-method (see Table 1B). Calculation details

for the Boltzmann-weighted integral I� and the orthogonally accessi-

ble surface area S� at a reference bulk radius r� ¼3:5 nm were pro-

vided in SI Table S4. The values of I�, S� and ΔG0
bind,restr were

furthermore confirmed to be independent of the definition of the

binding site width and the bulk radius r� (see SI Table S5).

The difference of 3:4 kcal=mol between the PMF well depth

(�22:7 kcal=mol) and the restrained binding free energy

ΔG0
bind,restr ¼�19:3 kcal=mol corresponded to a loss of translational

entropy, as the restrained bulk volume S�dr was smaller than the stan-

dard state volume V0. This could be seen by relating the difference of

3:4 kcal=mol to the logarithm �kBT ln S� dr
V0

� �
, which yielded an accessi-

ble bulk volume of 5:74 �10�3 nm3 �V0 ¼1:66 nm3.

3.3 | Axial and orientational restraints

The free energy loss associated with the axial and orientational restraints

in the binding site was calculated using multi-step FEP according to

Equations (6) and (7). In bulk, the corrections were calculated numerically

from Equation (8). The axial restraints in the binding site contributed a

free energy correction of ΔGsite
a ¼2:43�0:13 kcal=mol, with forward

and reverse FEP yielding consistent results (for calculation details see

SI Table S6). The bulk contribution of the axial restraints was implicitly

accounted for in the restrained standard binding free energy

ΔG0
bind,restr ¼�kBT ln I�S�C0

� �
, as the strength of the axial restraint

potential determined the orthogonally accessible surface area S� at

the bulk radius r�. The orientational free energy corrections accounted

for 6:25 kcal=mol in bulk and 2:45�0:31 kcal=mol in binding site,

the latter being consistent for both forward and reverse FEP (for

calculation details see SI Table S7). The net contribution of

ΔGbulk
o �ΔGsite

o ¼3:8 kcal=mol was hence dominated by the loss of

orientational entropy in bulk.

Note that ΔGsite
a and ΔGsite

o were strongly dependent on the choice

of the reference restraint angles, whereas the bulk contributions were

only dependent on the strength of the restraint potentials due to bulk

isotropy. Using the most favorable angles of the conformationally

restrained instead of the unrestrained monomer M12 in the binding site as

reference (see Figure 4B) resulted in reduced contributions of

ΔGsite
a ¼0:69�0:05 kcal=mol and ΔGsite

o ¼1:88�0:05 kcal=mol, in

combination with a slight increase in W ζrð ) (see SI Table S2).

3.4 | Conformational restraints

In order to correct for the conformational restraints on monomer

M12, PMFs were calculated along the dRMSD coordinate ζc in both

binding site and bulk (see Figure 7 and histograms in SI Figure S3).

F IGURE 7 Conformational correction PMFs (red) along the dRMSD coordinate ζc for the monomer M12 in (A) the protofilament binding site
and (B) bulk. Note the different scales of the PMF axes. Upper and lower convergence estimates (blue and dotted green curves) were calculated
using the SI method by dividing the equilibrated data into subintervals of 5 and 10 ns. Selected maximum cluster representatives (a–f) for each
PMF visualized the confining effect of the binding site on the monomer's phase space.
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The loss of free energy associated with the introduction of restraints

was calculated from Boltzmann-weighted integrals over the PMFs

(see equation 5). For validating the sampling along ζc, the course of

the PMFs was compared to unrestrained distributions ρfree ζcð Þ (see

Figure 7 and original histograms in SI Figure S4). In the binding site,

the distributions were obtained from an unrestrained 100 ns NPT

simulation, while the unrestrained conformational phase space of

M12 in the unbound state was evaluated from the bulk windows

of the unrestrained umbrella sampling simulations. Further conver-

gence estimation and evaluation of the dRMSD quality was performed

by calculating reverse PMFs both in binding site and bulk as well as a

PMF based on freely sampled bulk conformations.

The presence of the binding site drastically confined the confor-

mational phase space of M12 to fluctuations around the bound

β-hairpin conformation. This was reflected in a deep PMF minimum

around dRMSD values of ζc ¼0:2�0:4 nm, in overall good agree-

ment with the free distribution ρfree ζcð Þ (see Figure 7A and SI

Figure S4D). The steep, approximately linear increase beyond

ζc ¼0:4 nm corresponded to a deformation of the loop and inner

strand regions, followed by the highly unfavorable, irreversible

detachment of the shorter CT-strand. This was in agreement with the

unrestrained simulation of M12 in the binding site, which was absent

of an irreversible partial or complete β-strand detachment. The associ-

ated free energy correction due to conformational restraints on M12

in the binding site was a minor contribution of 4:1 kcal=mol (see

Table 1).

In contrast to the binding site, the conformational PMF in bulk

displayed a broad well absent of a sharply defined minimum, reflecting

the large conformational phase space accessible to the intrinsically

disordered Aβ peptide in bulk (see Figure 7B). Starting at ζc ¼0:0 nm,

the course of the PMF resembled the unfolding process observed for

Aβ hairpins in solution (see the time course of ζc in SI Figure S4). Hair-

pin conformations were highly unfavorable (ζc ≈0:0�0:5 nm).

Instead, rapid transitions into transient stretched intermediates

occurred (ζc ≈0:5�0:8 nm), followed by the convergence to coil-like

conformations of varying compactness. The distribution ρfree ζcð Þ
obtained from unrestrained simulations converged to values of

ζc ≈0:9�1:4 nm with a significant maximum around

ζc ≈1:2�1:4 nm (SI Figure S4), which was roughly coincident with

the absolute minimum of the conformational PMF at ζc ≈1:2 nm. The

sharp PMF increase beyond ζc ≈1:2 nm was possibly due to high

values of ζc forcing the monomer into too compact structures with

steric clashes (see cluster (f) in Figure 7B).

During calculation of the restrained distance PMF W ζrð Þ within

the WR-method, the conformational restraints on the monomer in

bulk corresponded to a shift from coil to hairpin phase space from

dRMSD values of ζc ≈1:2 nm to ζc ≈0:1�0:2 nm. Correspondingly,

this was associated with a considerable free energy loss of

13:2þ0:7
�1:4 kcal=mol. The resulting net contribution of

ΔGbulk
c �ΔGsite

c ¼9:11 kcal=mol was about half the size of the

restrained standard binding free energy of �19:30 kcal=mol, indicat-

ing that conformational rearrangements were associated with a large

opposing contribution of higher magnitude than the total standard

binding free energy of �8:8�2:0 kcal=mol.

3.5 | Validation of conformational PMFs

The overall good agreement between the conformational PMFs in

binding site and bulk with the unrestrained distributions ρfree ζcð Þ indi-
cated the suitability of the dRMSD coordinate ζc for calculating free

energies associated with conformational transitions. The conforma-

tional PMFs were calculated based on pulling the monomer from

β-hairpin to coil phase space, denoted as forward direction in the

following. To further evaluate the quality of ζc, reverse PMFs were

simulated both in binding site and bulk (see blue curves in Figure 8A,

B). The latter were initiated by pulling the monomer M12 from a coil

conformation back to the β-hairpin phase space. To estimate whether

the sampled conformations resembled those in the absence of

restraints, an additional PMF was calculated with starting

F IGURE 8 Validation of the conformational PMFs (red) by calculating reverse PMFs (blue) in (A) binding site and (B) bulk. While the original
PMFs were based on pulling the monomer M12 from hairpin to coil phase space, the reverse PMFs were based on pulling M12 back to hairpin
phase space. In bulk, an additional PMF (green) was calculated starting from unrestrained conformations. The reverse PMF in binding site resulted
in a shifted absolute minimum, as the reverse pulling did not result in the native orientation of M12 relative to the protofilament tip, as illustrated
by maximum cluster representatives (A–C). The PMFs in bulk showed overall good agreement, indicating a good sampling quality along the
dRMSD coordinate ζc.
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conformations extracted from unrestrained simulations (see green

curve in Figure 8B).

In the binding site, the forward and reverse PMFs differed signifi-

cantly. The reverse pulling did not result in the native orientation and

CT-strand pairing of M12 relative to the protofilament tip, making low

values of ζc highly unfavorable. However, the conformation of M12 at

low values of ζc closely resembled a β-hairpin conformation, indicating

that the dRMSD coordinate ζc was in principle able to steer M12 back

into the β-hairpin phase space. This was further confirmed by the

reverse PMF in bulk, which was in close agreement with the forward

direction. The latter was particularly notable, as the reverse path lead

from a disordered phase space back into the narrowly defined

β-hairpin region. Furthermore, the PMF starting from naturally sam-

pled conformations was in overall good agreement with the forward

and reverse PMF in bulk, indicating the sampling of realistic conforma-

tions in the presence of dRMSD restraints.

3.6 | Minimum necessary simulation time

The unrestrained standard umbrella sampling simulations resulted in a

standard binding free energy of �13:0�1:3 kcal=mol, which deviated

from the experimental reference of �8:6 kcal=mol.21 These findings

suggested that considerably more simulation time than 100 ns per

window (3.3μs in total) would be required to sample the large confor-

mational phase space of the intrinsically disordered Aβ-peptide and to

thereby enhance the accuracy of free energy calculation using unre-

strained standard umbrella sampling.

In contrast, the WR-method achieved close agreement with experi-

ment with a standard binding free energy of �8:8�2:0 kcal=mol. Fur-

thermore, the total simulation of around 2.2μs was shorter compared

to the standard umbrella sampling simulations. However, around 2μs

may still be computationally too expensive for systematic studies on

biomedically relevant parameters of protofilament propagation such

as quantifying the influence of Aβ mutations. For such applications,

however, the current simulations could serve as a priori knowledge

for optimizing computational cost without loss of accuracy, as

depicted in Table 2 and as discussed in the following (for calculation

details see SI Table S8).

The 10 ns simulation time spent on the axial and orientational

corrections could be reduced to 4 ns, although this was negligible

compared to the time-consuming distance and conformational PMFs

with simulation times of 700, 960, and 540 ns each. The calculation of

cumulative PMFs based on an increasing percentage of the simulation

data provided insight into the minimum simulation time required for con-

vergence. As illustrated in Figure 9, all cumulative PMFs converged well

within 20 or 30 ns per window, respectively, indicating that the total

simulation time of 2.2μs corresponded to an upper limit. As such, the

distance PMF W ζrð ) reached convergence already after 15 instead of

20 ns per window (see Figure 9A). Furthermore, the calculation of the

constant bulk region could be reduced to a protofilament-monomer

distance of around 3:2 nm without loss of statistical significance. In

total, this resulted in a reduction of computational cost from 700 to

465 ns for the restrained distance PMF. The associated restrained

standard binding free energy of ΔG0
bind,restr ¼�19:4�1:3 kcal=mol

was in close agreement with ΔG0
bind,restr ¼�19:3�1:3 kcal=mol calcu-

lated from the full data set.

The introduction of conformational restraints on the monomer in

the binding site only reduced fluctuations around the native β-hairpin

conformation. In contrast, the highly unfavorable strand detachment

beyond ζc ¼0:0�0:5 nm was irrelevant for the Boltzmann-weighted

integrals over the conformational PMF (see Equation 5), which enabled

to reduce the number of umbrella windows from 32 to only around 11.

Furthermore, sufficient convergence was reached after already 15

instead of 30 ns per window (see Figure 9B). In total, this resulted in a

drastic reduction of total simulation time from 960 to 150 ns with

only minor loss of accuracy (ΔGsite
c ¼4:07�0:17 kcal=mol compared

to 4:12�0:06 kcal=mol from the full data set).

In contrast, the introduction of conformational restraints on the

monomer in bulk was related to the shift from coil to hairpin phase

TABLE 2 Comparison of full and
minimum simulation times for the WR-
method.

Complete data set Minimum data set

[kcal/mol] Tsim (wind.) [ns] [kcal/mol] Tsim (wind.) [ns]

ΔG0
bind,restr

�19:30 700 20ð Þ �19:36 465 15ð Þ

ΔGsite
a

þ2:43 5 0:5ð Þ þ2:43 2:0 0:2ð Þ

ΔGsite
o

þ2:45 5 0:5ð Þ þ2:45 2:0 0:2ð Þ

ΔGsite
c

þ4:12 960 30ð Þ þ4:07 150 15ð Þ

ΔGbulk
o

þ6:25 — þ6:25 —

ΔGbulk
c

þ13:23 540 30ð Þ þ12:95 360 20ð Þ

ΔG0
bind �8:82þ1:98

�1:54
2210 �9:10þ1:99

�1:69
979

Note: For both the complete and the minimum data set, the table lists the calculated standard binding

free energies and contributions as well as the corresponding computational cost in terms of the total

simulation time and simulation time per window (in round brackets). Error estimates of the individual

contributions were listed in SI Table S8. The overall uncertainty σ for ΔG0
bind corresponded to a

68%-confidence interval derived from Gaussian error propagation.
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space and hence necessitated sampling of the full PMF range. Due to

the complex conformational phase space, sufficient convergence

required at least 20 ns simulation time per window (see Figure 9C).

Still, compared to the previously used 30 ns per window, this corre-

sponded to a reduction of simulation time from 540 to 360 ns, with

the loss of accuracy being small compared to the overall uncertainty

(ΔGbulk
c ¼12:95þ1:08

�1:59 kcal=mol compared to ΔGbulk
c ¼13:2þ0:7

�1:4 kcal=mol

from the full data set).

In summary, the PMF for separation/association constituted the

computationally most expensive part, closely followed by the conforma-

tional PMF in bulk (see Table 2). With the a priori knowledge from the

present work, the total simulation time could be reduced by around half,

from 2:2 μs to 1:0 μs, for future applications. The standard binding

free energy and standard deviations obtained from the reduced

versus the complete data set amounted to �9:1�2:0 kcal=mol and

�8:8�2:0 kcal=mol, respectively, which was in close agreement and

without relevant loss of accuracy.

4 | DISCUSSION

Accurate and efficient binding free energy calculations offer the possi-

bility to understand the molecular mechanism of amyloid propagation

and may also help to understand the influence of amino acid

mutations of amyloidogenic peptides or proteins. This is especially

important and of high medical relevance for the amyloid formation of

Aβ-peptides that are involved in Alzheimer's disease. As a model sys-

tem, we used the propagation of an Aβ9–40 protofilament by an addi-

tional peptide binding to the filament tip for which experimental data

were available.

Our results showed that the introduction of additional restraining

potentials during umbrella sampling, as proposed by Woo and Roux22,

enhanced the accuracy of the calculated binding free energy com-

pared to unrestrained standard umbrella sampling. A detailed analysis

of all involved calculation steps provided further confidence in the

convergence and allowed us to reduce the required simulation time to

around 1.0 μs.

In addition, the restraining approach provided a separation of the

total binding free energy into contributions from axial, orientational

and conformational degrees of freedom. Although these contributions

depend on the choice of reference states (e.g., the reference angles in

the axial and orientational degrees of freedom) and force constants, it

is still possible to discuss the corresponding free energy contributions.

For example, we found small contributions of 1�3 kcal=mol due to

restrictions in orientational and axial degrees of freedom upon proto-

filament propagation, depending on the choice of restraint force con-

stants and the reference angles in the bound state. Changes in these

reference angles modulated both the corresponding correction terms

and the distance PMF, that is, the separation contribution, to the

binding free energy while the conformational free energy contribution

was not directly affected.

In our calculations, the change of the conformational free

energy to restrict the ensemble of unbound, intrinsically disordered

Aβ9–40 peptides to a narrow ensemble around the β-hairpin confor-

mation of the bound state made up the largest contribution that

opposed Aβ9–40 binding and growth propagation. For the calcula-

tion of the conformational free energy contribution it is often diffi-

cult to achieve convergence. However, especially in the bulk we

found in the present case good agreement between forward and

backward free energy simulations. Its overall contribution

(9:1 kcal=mol) was larger than the total Aβ9–40 binding free energy

(8:8 kcal=mol) and almost half of the separation free energy contribu-

tion (19:3 kcal=mol).

As a disadvantage of the restraining approach, the introduction of

additional restraining potentials lead to an artificial sampling pathway,

that does not represent a realistic dissociation or association process

during protofilament propagation. Here, unrestrained umbrella sam-

pling provided more suitable insight into conformational transitions

and molecular interactions.17 However, much longer simulation times

of 3.3 μs were required to sample the large conformational space of

the intrinsically disordered Aβ monomer in each umbrella window.

Even with these extensive simulation times, however, insufficient

sampling lead to deviations of experimental and simulated binding

free energies (�8:6 kcal=mol vs. �13:0�1:3 kcal=mol).

F IGURE 9 Cumulative representation of (A) the distance PMF W ζrð Þ and the conformational correction PMFs along ζc in (B) binding site and
(C) bulk. The first 5 ns were omitted as equilibration (gray dashed curves). All PMFs showed good convergence within 20 or 30 ns simulation time
per window, respectively (red curves). For future applications, the simulation time could hence be reduced to 15 ns for the distance PMF and
conformational PMF in binding site (light blue curves) and 20 ns for the conformational PMF in bulk (green curve).
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Note, an additional drawback of the geometric restraining

approach is the possible sterical overlap between partners along a

selected separation coordinate and direction. We recently introduced

the possibility to reduce such sterical problems by adding a softcore

scaling of overlapping segments during intermediate separation steps

with the segments fully switched on at the beginning and endpoint of

the separation.42 This approach was shown to give rapidly converging

PMF calculations along various different separation directions of bind-

ing partners even involving significant overlap.

Future applications of the WR-approach may include the quanti-

tative study of Aβ isoforms and mutations as well as the influence of

salt, denaturants and inhibitors on the propagation step. Of particular

interest is the comparison between Aβ40 and the more toxic isoform

Aβ42, which is known to possess higher aggregation and oligomeriza-

tion propensity.43–46 Within the statistical uncertainty of around

2:0 kcal=mol, the quantification of mutations with a significant stabi-

lizing or destabilizing effect may be practicable, such as the replace-

ment of hydrophobic contacts by charged residues in the hydrophobic

protofilament core.47 Further studies may also include mutations with

significant conformational impact on the bulk ensemble of the intrinsi-

cally disordered Aβ peptide. Examples are well-known pathogenic

mutations with a stabilizing effect on the bend in the loop region or

hydrophobic mutations with enhanced β-sheet propensity.48
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